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Notes from the Chair
By Anne W. Coventry
Pasternak & Fidis, P.C.
When a member of Section Council
is elected to the role of its Secretary,
as I was in the summer of 2018, she
anticipates that she will subsequently
serve a year leading the Section’s
legislative efforts as Chair-Elect and
thereafter serve a year as Chair. This
pattern is intended to prepare her
for what those roles will require of
her and to provide continuity to the
Section’s operations, ensuring that
its officers know what to expect.

In 2018, some of what would play
out during my term as Section Chair
was expected—we knew, for instance,
that Bar association memberships had
been declining at the local, state, and
national level, such that recruitment
and retention would be high priorities,
because we need the strength of our
collected voices. We knew, too, that
technology was changing the estate
and trust practice in multiple ways and
that it would be essential, individually

and collectively, to get ahead of it or
risk becoming obsolete. In addition,
the wealth planning industry, our
Section, and our Section Council are
suffering from a glaring lack of racial
diversity. But some things we did
not anticipate—a worldwide health
crisis that has disrupted how our
members conduct their work (in my
case, like so many other parents of
young children, a constant and often
(continued on page 2)
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losing struggle to conduct a busy practice while supervising
remote schooling), and a crescendo of protest demonstrations
calling for a public and private reckoning with what a
history of unjust choices has wrought in our communities.

and on the Section Council. A proactive step forward,
unanimously adopted at our June meeting, was to expand by
10 the number of seats on the Section Council over the next
four years. This step, coupled with the continued expansion
of the committee structure to bring broader participation
in its work, will help to disrupt a static trajectory that has
created barriers to inclusion. An expanded committee
structure provides both an on-ramp to Section Council, in
which members may experience committee work before
joining, and an off-ramp for long-term members to continue
providing service and institutional memory to the Section
Council while stepping aside to make room for new voices.
For my part, I look back now at far too many missed
opportunities to effect change in the spaces in which I held
any influence. Looking forward, I am optimistic that we
can affect meaningful change in our Section, including:
• Prioritizing the efforts of the Section’s Diversity &
Inclusion Committee, inviting and welcoming its input
into what more the Section Council or the Section can
do (e.g., reviewing our bylaws through a diversity
& inclusion lens, and suggesting revisions to them),
and supporting and carrying out its recommendations.

COVID gave us an abbreviated legislative season in 2020,
and we anticipate a shortened legislative season in 2021,
too, with a cap on the number of bills any one sponsor may
introduce. This will require our Section to have its bills
ready to go early, our sponsors lined up well in advance,
and our focus narrowed to only those issues that are both
important and urgent. The Vulnerable Adult Financial
Exploitation Task Force, a joint effort of our Section and the
Elder Law and Disability Rights Section, led by Michael W.
Davis, of Davis, Agnor, Rapaport & Skalny in Columbia,
has devoted dozens of meetings and countless hours over
many months to the crafting of the Stop Adult Financial
Exploitation (“SAFE Act”). This Act will establish a civil
remedy in Maryland in cases of financial exploitation of
vulnerable adults—a growing problem in Maryland as
elsewhere. The Electronic Wills Work Group has been busy
crafting a statutory ratification of the COVID-prompted
Executive Orders that the Governor issued last spring to
authorize remote witnessing and remote notarization of estate
planning documents during the first six months of the state of
emergency; longer-term, they are working on comprehensive
e-wills legislation and addressing concerns Section members
have raised about RULONA (the Revised Uniform Law on
Notarial Acts), which was enacted pre-pandemic but with
a delayed effective date of October 1, 2020. A number of
other legislative efforts are afoot, such as modernization
of the guardianship statute, improvements to the power
of attorney act, a rethinking of the inheritance tax, and a
prohibition of debit cards in estates, but these have a longer
time horizon and are not likely to be introduced this year.

• Recruiting diverse authors to write articles for our
newsletter, not only about estates and trusts topics,
but also specifically about diversity and inclusion
and elimination of bias in the legal profession, in the
estates and trusts practice area, and in the Section.
• Devoting the kick-off program of the Section’s Study
Group last month to a diversity-focused topic. (The
Study Group, under the leadership of Micah Snitzer, of
Pasternak & Fidis in Bethesda, is already going beyond
just the fall kick-off program; this year’s agenda includes
additional programs on anti-racist topics, such as ways
in which the tax laws perpetuate racial inequality.)

COVID moved all our Section operations to the virtual
sphere. The prescient Estate & Trust Study Group had
already moved online, so its programs reach our members
all over the state. Those programs are monthly, and
registration for individual programs for the 2020-21 series
is available through the MSBA website. Our annual meeting,
normally conducted live in Ocean City, took place via
Google Hangout. The Advance Estate Planning Institute,
normally in person and in May, was held via Zoom in
November and was a virtual success! Our Section Council
and committee meetings are now conducted via Zoom.

• Recruiting diverse presenters for continuing education
programs, and featuring elimination of bias as a program
topic, particularly programs that can reach a broad audience.
• Including more expansive topics for Section-sponsored
articles and programs, beyond the traditional focus on tax
issues affecting the wealthy 1%, and to address estates
and trusts topics affecting underserved communities.
Through these efforts, the Section will gain a vibrant
energy from new ideas and perspectives, a Section
Council in a position to respond better to the changing
needs of its members, and a Section that expands its
membership rather than watches members slip away.

We have been engaging in long-overdue conversations
about implicit bias and racial inequality, the wealth gap
and proactive anti-racism. Section Council is committed
to improving diversity, equity, and inclusion in the Section

(continued on page 3)
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Editors’ Note

We know we have room for improvement, beyond these initial
discussions and initiatives. We expect it to take hard work, be
uncomfortable, and involve missteps along the way, but to meet
our members’ changing needs in the new era, we must change
how we do things and raise up voices we have not often heard
from, with perspectives we may have not considered. That
work really does take all of us. There are a lot of opportunities
to serve on Section committees and work groups, as well as
opportunities to write or to speak. Many hands make light
work, and we welcome your ideas and your participation.

Calling Writers and Speakers
We are looking for new authors and articles of interest
for our 2021 Newsletter publication. We publish the
Newsletter in the spring and the fall. We are also lining
up speakers for our 2021-2022 continuing education series. We have a specific goal of increasing the diversity
of writers and speakers. If you have a topic of interest or
if you would like to submit an article for consideration
please contact Janet McCurdy jmccurdy@mdglawfirm.
com, Lee Carpenter lcarpenter@nilesbarton.com or
Sarah J. Broder sbroder@rghlawyers.com. If you would
like to participate in our continuing education series
please contact Christia Pritts cpritts@simscampbell.law,
Jeff Glaser Jeffrey.Glaser@saul.com or Victoria Heyliger hlo@heyligerlaw.com.

Only with your participation and enthusiasm can we
ensure that our Section is a robust and fruitful enterprise
for the advantage of all who practice estates & trusts law
in Maryland. The larger our membership roster and the
broader our participation, the more valuable our membership
becomes for all of us. Please get the word out; encourage
your networks to become members of the Section, attend
Study Group and educational programming, and join us in the
important work of raising the Bar. If you would like to serve
on a committee or work group or have ideas to share, please
email me and let me know: acoventry@pasternakfidis.com.

With your contributions we will provide current, useful
information on areas of interest to Section members.

Advantages of Delaware Irrevocable
Trust Planning
By Kalimah Z. White, Senior Trust Advisor, Delaware Private Trust

Many clients understand the benefits of an estate plan that
includes an irrevocable trust, but fear lack of flexibility and
control over the assets contributed to an “unchangeable”
trust. Delaware irrevocable trusts are a powerful planning
tool available to allay these concerns and provide a stable and
collaborative legal environment for administering irrevocable
trusts. Whether or not a grantor resides in Delaware, creating
a Delaware irrevocable trust or moving an existing irrevocable
trust to a trust-friendly jurisdiction such as Delaware can
maximize a grantor’s control over trust assets, provide asset
protection and privacy – all in one governing instrument.

systems in the country by the U.S. Chamber of Commerce—
ranking #1 in its 2019 Lawsuit Climate Survey.1 In the survey,
a record high number of those surveyed (89%) – up from 85%
in 2017 and 75% in 2015 – report that a “…state’s litigation
environment is likely to impact important business decisions
at their companies, such as where to locate or do business….”2
Annual Update To Trust Legislation
Beginning in 1986, when the Delaware legislature codified
bifurcated trusts (§ 3313), and again in 1997 when it
authorized self-settled asset protection trusts (§§ 3570-3576),
the Delaware legal and fiduciary community showed its
commitment to routinely reviewing and revising trust laws

Delaware Court of Chancery
The Delaware Court of Chancery governs all trust matters,
including interpretation of trust law and trustee discretionary
actions, trust modifications and disputes involving trusts.
Delaware courts rank consistently as one of the best court

1
2

U.S. Chamber Institute for Legal Reform, 2019 Lawsuit Climate Survey.
Id.
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to meet the growing needs and challenges families face.3
The frequent updates to the Delaware Trust Act provide
consistent confidence that Delaware trust law will respond
to new developments in the best interests of grantors and
trust beneficiaries, as well as the trustees who serve them.

12 Del. C. § 3313 have been judicially tested and upheld.7
Dynasty Trusts: Delaware also permits long-term, nonterminating trusts, which are commonly known as “dynasty
trusts.” Delaware irrevocable trusts can exist in perpetuity,
as Delaware has abolished the common law “rule against
perpetuities” for personal property held in a trust.8 A
Delaware dynasty trust is especially advantageous, as it allows
a grantor to retain control over and dictate the distribution of
trust assets for generations. In addition, Delaware dynasty
trusts protect assets from certain taxes by trapping the
growth inside the trust (i.e., they are designed to accumulate
trust income and principal during the grantor’s lifetime).
Dynasty trusts are routinely structured as grantor trusts
for federal income tax purposes to maximize tax savings.

For example, in 2001, Delaware was the first jurisdiction
to enact a total return unitrust statute, allowing a trustee
to convert an income trust to a unitrust or a unitrust to an
income trust. The statute aligned the investment interests of
both current and remainder beneficiaries.4 In 2017, Delaware
adopted an “excluded co-trustee” provision to address
concerns related to the duties and liability of a co-trustee
directed to act by another co-trustee, who is authorized
by a trust agreement to direct certain actions. Under the
Delaware statute, absent willful misconduct, the “excluded
co-trustee” is not liable for any loss resulting directly or
indirectly from the action taken by the authorized co-trustee.5

Flexibilty
Delaware also offers flexible trust laws and a stable legal
environment, which makes it an advantageous jurisdiction for
an irrevocable trust. Delaware leads in promulgating innovative
trust and tax laws to benefit clients, while also providing a
clear and concise interpretation of those same laws, which
serves to decrease the risk of litigation and misunderstandings
related to grantor’s intent and trust administration.

Control
Clients who are advised to create irrevocable trusts are often
concerned about the inability to control investment decisions.
Business owners especially are uncomfortable contributing
closely held business assets to an irrevocable trust controlled
by a trustee, whether an individual or corporate entity, even
if they understand the significant estate planning and tax
benefits. Delaware trust law provides several solutions to
permit a grantor to retain some control over the assets during
his or her life and, in some instances, after his or her death.

Flexibility in Appointing Trustees: Delaware law grants
a person with the power to remove and replace a fiduciary
in a trust, the authority to appoint multiple successor
trustees, as well as new additional trustees (e.g. create
a new position of Special Holdings Trustee) if such
appointments are not contrary to the language in the trust
agreement.9 These powers are codified in 12 Del. C. §
3343, which is a recent development in Delaware trust
law established in the 2019 Delaware Tax Act and further
clarified in the 2020 Delaware Tax Act. Section 3343 is
a valuable tool to bifurcate the duties of a trustee. The
provision can also be used to completely exclude co-trustees
from certain actions. The addition of § 3343 specifically
demonstrates the innovative nature of the Delaware
legal and fiduciary community’s quest to provide greater
benefits and flexibility to clients creating irrevocable trusts.

Directed Trusts: A Delaware directed trust is one such
popular solution, used to obtain the benefits and protections
of a trust, while simultaneously allowing a grantor to
retain control over the trust’s investments.6 In traditional
irrevocable trust planning, a grantor creates a trust and
relinquishes complete control, including investment
authority, to the trustee. A directed trust eases this restriction,
allowing a grantor, or a third party appointed by the grantor
in the trust agreement, to “direct” the trustee and act as
investment advisor with authority to make investment
decisions or act as distribution advisor with the authority
to make distribution decisions. A directed trust limits the
trustee’s control and, in many cases, decreases the trustee’s
fee, since responsibility and liability is limited. Despite
several states adopting directed trust capabilities via
original statutes or some form of the Uniform Trust Code
§ 808(b), Delaware is a popular jurisdiction to create and
administer directed trusts, as the protections afforded by
3
4

5
6

Trust Modification: In Delaware, irrevocable trusts are
no longer completely irrevocable. Delaware law allows
for modifications to an irrevocable trust, which provides
important flexibility for grantors and trustees. There
7

12 Del. C. §§ 3313 and 3570-3576, respectively.
12 Del. C. § 3527, 73 Del. Laws 48, § 1 (2001); Amended, 74 Del. Laws 270, §§
1-12 (2004).
12 Del. C. § 3313A.
12 Del. C. § 3313.

8

9

R. Leigh Duemler v. Wilmington Trust Company, C.A. 20033, V.C. Strine (Del. Ch.
Oct. 28, 2004); Uniform Trust Code, § 808(b).
25 Del. C. § 503; Real property held in a Delaware dynasty trust is subject to a
110-year limit but can be avoided by holding the real property in trust via a business
entity (e.g. limited liability company (LLC)).
12 Del. C. § 3443.
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into a domestic self-settled asset protection trust (“DAPT”) for
their benefit—and the benefit of a spouse and descendants if so
desired---and shelter those assets from most future creditors.15

are several reasons a client may need to modify an
irrevocable trust, including, but not limited to changes
in law, changes in family circumstances, the need to
bifurcate duties of co-trustees or update antiquated trust
provisions. In most jurisdictions, trust modifications can
be accomplished by petitioning the appropriate court,
which can often be costly and time consuming. For those
reasons, non-judicial modifications are preferable. In any
case, it is always important to examine the estate, gift and
generation skipping tax consequences of any modification,
especially in cases where beneficial interests are changed.

In order to secure the benefits under the DQDT Act, the trust
must: 1) be irrevocable and specifically incorporate Delaware
law; 2) have at least one qualified Delaware resident trustee;
and 3) contain a spendthrift clause. In addition to the right
to receive discretionary distributions, as well as the right
to receive no more than a 5% unitrust payment, the grantor
may also retain numerous additional rights. These include
but are not limited to the right to; be reimbursed for income
tax liability (if the trust is a grantor trust), veto distributions
and remove and replace trustees and other advisors. 16

Similar to several other states, Delaware law provides
non-judicial techniques for limited trust modifications,
including decanting (i.e., pouring an existing trust into a
new trust agreement), merging trusts (i.e., two existing
trusts merged together to make one new and improved
trust agreement) and non-judicial settlement agreements
used to modify provisions of an existing trust (“NJSA”).10
Unlike other states, Delaware law takes the approach a step
further and permits modifying a trust by consent of parties
in cases where the grantor is still living.11 12 Del. C. § 3342
provides that a living grantor can modify a trust---even
trusts that specifically prohibit amendments---to include any
provision that can be included in a governing instrument
on the date of modification upon the written consent (or
no objection) of the grantor and all living fiduciaries and
beneficiaries.12 Thus, § 3342 may provide comfort to living
grantors creating irrevocable trusts that their trust agreement
can be modified to add or change beneficiaries, grant
powers of appointment or change administrative provisions
in one single agreement with the consent of all parties.

DAPTs can be a private and cost-effective asset protection
alternative to offshore self-settled trusts or prenuptial
agreements; in some cases, they are used in conjunction
with these strategies as a “belt and suspenders” measure.
Advisors often recommend that a grantor contribute
only a portion of their assets to a DAPT, as the grantor
must execute an affidavit averring the qualified transfer
to the DAPT did not cause insolvency. Despite the
somewhat controversial nature of the efficacy of domestic
asset protection trusts, clients can potentially use
DAPTs to settle future claims for pennies on the dollar.
Minimize State Income Tax: Protection from state income
taxes to preserve trust assets for future generations can be a
viable benefit of creating a Delaware irrevocable non-grantor
trust. Delaware effectively does not tax accumulated income
and capital gains in a trust held for the benefit of non-residents.
17
Routinely, trusts move to Delaware from high tax states
(e.g., California) to protect trust assets from state income tax.

Asset Protection
Delaware law spendthrift trusts provide significant protection
from personal creditors of beneficiaries of non-self-settled
trusts.13 For example, if a grantor establishes a properly
structured discretionary trust in Delaware for a child, the
trust’s assets are immune from claims of the child’s creditors,
including claims of a spouse or intentional tort litigants.14

Privacy
Delaware law places significant emphasis on privacy.
Delaware trusts are not required to file court accountings or
register with the Delaware Court of Chancery, unless required
in the governing instrument or by court order.18 To further
emphasize the importance of a grantor’s privacy, Delaware,
via statute and case law, permits “silent or quiet” trusts,
whereby the trust agreement can restrict a beneficiary’s right
to be informed of their interest in a trust for a period of time.19

Domestic Self-Settled Asset Protection Trusts: Delaware
irrevocable trusts can provide creditor protection even where
the grantor creates the trust and retains the right to receive
distributions of income and principal in the sole discretion of
a qualified trustee. The Delaware Qualified Dispositions in
Trust Act (“DQDT Act”) permits a grantor to transfer assets

12 Del. C. §§ 3570-3576; Self-settled asset protection trusts in Delaware cannot
violate fraudulent transfer rules under Delaware law and are subject to claims of; 1)
a current spouse, 2) a valid child support order, 3) current personal injury claimants.
16
12 Del. C. § 3570(11).
17
30 Del. C. § 1636(a).
18
12 Del. C. § 3521.
19
12. Del. C. §§ 3303 and 3339; In re Rohlf, 2011 WL 3201798, Footnote 6 (Del.Ch.
2011).
15

12 Del C. § 3528; 12 Del C. § 3325(29); 12 Del C. § 3338.
12 Del C. § 3342.
Interests of minor and unborn beneficiaries can be virtually represented under 12
Del. C. § 3547.
13
12 Del. C. § 3536.
14
12 Del. C. § 3536.
10
11

12
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Silent Trusts: Most state laws require trustees to keep
current beneficiaries of a trust reasonably informed
of their beneficial interest. At a minimum, trustees
often are required to promptly respond to beneficiaries’
requests and provide beneficiaries with the trust agreement
and trust account statements on a periodic basis. 20

to receive trust information on behalf of a beneficiary, thereby
diminishing concerns regarding rogue trustees.22 Silent
trusts provide an additional layer of privacy and control
for the settlor, especially where concern exists regarding
the maturity and responsibility of future generations.
The advantages of Delaware irrevocable trust planning
are vast and wide ranging. Delaware law provides
unique opportunities for clients to preserve and protect
their assets. Clients can benefit future generations
while simultaneously maximizing privacy over trust
assets in a flexible and innovative legal environment.23

Many clients balk at the idea of creating an irrevocable
trust if their 18-year-old offspring must be informed of the
magnitude of their wealth, fearing that their children will
lack productivity and engage in reckless behavior. Via an
amendment to 12 Del. C. § 3303 in 2015 codifying silent
trusts, Delaware attempted to alleviate some of these concerns
and respect a grantor’s privacy. Delaware law gives grantors
the right to restrict beneficiaries’ access to trust information,
providing that the trust’s terms “may expand, restrict,
eliminate, or otherwise vary the right of a beneficiary to be
informed of the beneficiary’s interest in a trust for a period
of time, including but not limited to, a period of time related”
to specific events, including the lifetime of the grantor or
age of the beneficiary.21 Grantors of silent trusts can also
appoint a “designated representative” in the trust document
20
21

12. Del. C. §§ 3303(d) and 3339.
23 This material should not be considered as investment advice or a recommendation
of any particular security, strategy or investment product. Particular investment or
trading strategies should be evaluated relative to each individual’s objectives and
risk tolerance. Readers are urged to seek professional advice with respect to their
specific financial, legal, tax, trading or investment matters.
22

This material contains the current opinions of the author but not necessarily those
of TD Bank and its affiliates and related entities, and such opinions are subject
to change without notice. The statements contained herein are based on material
believed to be reliable but are not guaranteed. This material is for informational
purposes only and is not an offer or solicitation to buy or sell any security or other
financial product or instrument. TD Bank and its affiliates and related entities are
not liable for any errors or omissions in the information or for any loss or damage
suffered. Graphs and charts are used for illustrative purposes only and do not reflect
future values or future performance of any security, strategy, or investment product.

See Uniform Trust Code, § 813.
12 Del. C. § 3303(c).

The Role of Estate Planning and the Legal
Profession in Closing the Racial Wealth Gap
By Portia M. Wood, Esq., and Robin W. Wood, Esq.
Partners, Wood Legal Group, LLP

Rules of inheritance and succession are, in a way, the genetic code of a society. They guarantee that the next generation
will, more or less, have the same structure as the one that preceded it.1 — Lawrence M. Friedman
Today’s most serious racial injustices... are a legacy of past racism.... [T]he biggest racial problem facing the country
isn’t discrimination, but rather the deep inequality that has created almost two different Americas.... 2
— Richard Thompson Ford

(continued on page 7)
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Generational Wealth
You cannot play to win if you don’t know the rules of the
game, and Black families have been losing when it comes to
providing their descendants with a financial leg up through
inheritance. Upwards of 40% of the wealth in this country
was inherited.3 These bequests and other transfers can make
student loans unnecessary, provide a down payment for a
home in a neighborhood with good schools, or be used as
seed capital to get a business off the ground. This is what

“generational” wealth is. And what generational wealth does
is manifest opportunity. The wealth disparity between Black
and White Americans—the racial wealth gap—is glaringly
unjust, and there are several things we can do to help close it.
Historically, few African American families have created
transformational opportunities for the next generation
through inheritance. The legacy of slavery, and the postReconstruction and Jim Crow eras, are at the root of this
disparity. For more than a century after Emancipation,
African Americans’ limited access to the courts meant their
rights in property were routinely trod upon without fair
and impartial opportunities for redress. As a consequence,
many Black families have passed down a distrust of

Lawrence M. Friedman, The Law of Succession in Social Perspective, in DEATH,
TAXES, AND FAMILY PROPERTY: ESSAYS AND AMERICAN ASSEMBLY
REPORT 9, 14 (Edward C. Halbach, Jr., ed., 1977).
2
Richard Thompson Ford, The End of Civil Rights, BOSTON GLOBE, May 17,
2009, http://www.boston.com/bostonglobe/ideas/articles/2009/05/17/the_end_of_
civil_rights /?mo.
3
KIMBERLY WILSON, Why It’s Important For Every Black Person To Have A Will,
MAY 23, 2019, https://www.essence.com/news/money-career/why-black-peopleneed-a-will/
1
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judicial processes through the generations. Estate-planning
attorneys are in the business of protecting assets for future
generations. There is an enormous information gap among
African American families that our specialty has both the
wherewithal and (we think) a moral obligation to address.

as 40% of their wealth when their assets transfer to the next
generation.6 This is the case simply because the decedent does not
have a will (76%)7 or other estate-planning documents in place.
Too many Black families have found themselves in probate
court because they did not have a trusted source for information
about the alternatives. This information gap and default to
the probate system has resulted in a tragic diminishing of
African American wealth and generational opportunity.
Our profession can and should do something about this.

The State of African American Estates
The misperception of estates and trusts as a “rich person’s”
game can be a particularly problematic mindset for
African American clients. Too often, it leads them to
ignore the simple steps available to them to leverage
assets and control transfer to the next generation. As
estate planning attorneys with a special focus on African
American families, we must frequently overcome an
ingrained distrust of the system and demystify the process
and the protections professional estate planning provides.

Heirship and Intestacy
Heirs’ property, the primary culprit in the story of African
American land loss in the United States, is another aspect of this
quiet tragedy. Particularly in Southern states, land has passed
since Emancipation from the estate of the original title-holding
family member, informally, down through the generations.
These large groups of heirs have often been ill-prepared
to defend their title to ancestral land—in many cases even
where family members have lived continuously on the land.

Homeownership is a key component of wealth building for
all Americans. Several factors have led to the significant
disparity in homeownership rates between African Americans
and Whites. In addition to discriminatory lending practices,
systemic racism allowed redlining and other underhanded
actions that devalued property in Black communities
kept segregated through federal government policy. 4
These policies may account for the lion’s share of the
racial wealth disparity, and as they were intended to
do, these policies succeeded in hampering African
Americans’ economic mobility and wealth building. 5

A group of respected economists and statisticians recently
calculated that “since 1910 Black families have been stripped
of hundreds of billions of dollars” of value in lost land, with
only the slightest pretense of due process in the courts. “The
worst problem you never heard of”8 is how David Dietrich, a
former co-chair of the American Bar Association’s Property
Preservation Task Force describes the issue of heirs’ property.

It is reported that “After the 1968 Fair Housing Act banned
discrimination in real estate practices, the homeownership
rate for Black Americans climbed steadily to a record
high of 49.7% in 2004’s second quarter, and stayed
near that level for two years, according to Census data.
[footnote?] The downward trajectory began in 2007
when predatory home loans started going into default,
sparking a financial crisis that spread across the globe
as trillions of dollars in mortgage securities lost value.”
Even though the federal government prohibited housing
discrimination based on race more than 50 years
ago, the gap between White and African American
homeownership continues to grow. Additionally, African
American homeownership has failed to recover from
the Great Recession, effectively wiping out any gains
made before the economic crisis. Families who have
been able to maintain their homes need the attention
of estate planners to protect this wealth-building asset.

Property passed in this manner is inherently vulnerable to
a challenge to title. No one person or entity, like a family
trust, has clear title to the property, leaving the asset at risk
for partition. Partition is a legal procedure allowing a single
interest holder to force the sale of an entire property in
which possibly dozens of other heirs may have an interest.
Stories are legion of opportunistic real estate developers
and adjacent owners combing land records in the “Black
Belt” Southern states to find family members who might
be willing to initiate a partition action to cash out their
inheritance. A judge in these hearings has wide discretion
over how the property is partitioned, including the authority
to force a sale without regard to the interests of the other
heirs. The land often sells for much more than the land-rich
but cash-poor family members can afford to pay. And just
like that, “hard bought and dearly paid” land that has been
Lizzie Presser, Their Family Bought Land One Generation After Slavery. The Reels
Brothers Spent Eight Years in Jail for Refusing to Leave It., July 15, 2019, https://
features.propublica.org/black-land-loss/heirs-property-rights-why-black-familieslose-land-south/.
7
Id.
8
Id.
6

An estimated 70% of African Americans will forfeit as much
Jung Hyun Choi, Breaking Down the Black-White Homeownership Gap, February
21, 2020, https://www.urban.org/urban-wire/breaking-down-black-whitehomeownership-gap
5
Katznelson, Ira, When Affirmative Action Was White, WW Norton & Co., Inc., 2005.
4
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handed down for generations is wrested from family control.

that may require more complex and nuanced planning. The
devastating effect Covid-19 has had on African Americans has
added another layer of urgency to the need to provide Black
families with comprehensive estate-planning documents.

Not having clear title also creates other problems. The
heirs’ property owners do not qualify for Department
of Agriculture loans to buy livestock or help pay for
cultivation, the property cannot be used as collateral to
secure private loans, the land cannot be developed, and after
a catastrophe like Hurricane Katrina, emergency relief for
losses may be unavailable. It is estimated that more than
a third of Southern Black-owned land is heirs’ property. 9

Today, African Americans may pass on more wealth than
any previous generation—wealth needed to finance the
progress and empowerment of future generations. But
this potential cannot be realized if African Americans
are not informed and do not collectively commit to
planning for the transfer of their hard-earned assets.

But the problem is not limited to agricultural land in
the Southern states. Heirs’ property holdings are said
to play a role in the blight found in the central core
of many major metropolitan areas like Philadelphia,
Detroit, and New York as well. And municipalities have
incentives to see these properties partitioned because
more intensive uses result in higher property tax revenues.

A Call Out to Our Profession
If current trends persist, median African American wealth
is on a trajectory to reach ZERO by 2053.13 To have any
hope of narrowing the racial wealth gap, we will need
to inform, educate, and aid African American families
in securing clear title to their assets and protecting
those assets with carefully tailored estate plans that pass
wealth to the next generation intact and tax-advantaged.

Fortunately, nonprofit advocacy groups like the Black
Family Land Trust10 and the Center for Heirs Property
Preservation11 are helping families obtain clear title to
their land and employ strategies to hold it collectively
and protect it. Once title is clear, these organizations
work to secure the asset by assisting with estate planning
and land management. Fourteen states have also passed
the Uniform Partition of Heirs’ Property Act, 12 which
expands heirs’ rights in partition actions and can help heirs’
property owners gain access to Department of Agriculture
programs. Maryland has not yet adopted the UPHPA.

Significantly, while many African American estates may be
smaller, on average, than your typical client we encourage you
to focus on the preservation of those estates generationally.
Many of these clients don’t even know that more sophisticated
planning is an option for them or how it can benefit their
families. As we work to correct for institutional misdeeds of
the past and create a more inclusive and equitable society,
we encourage each of you to think holistically about how we
can preserve the estate of this client for future generations.

Serving African American Families Effectively
While the language of estates and trusts may be mostly
unfamiliar outside the legal profession, the basic concepts
are not difficult to understand. Anyone working to build
a solid financial future should come to know them.
Thoughtful estate planning can be particularly important
for African Americans because many families face unique
challenges as a by-product of being Black in America.
Proportionally higher rates of co-morbid health conditions
among African Americans and outsized incarceration rates
in Black communities have contributed to family structures

Additionally, learn more about the UPHPA and how it
might benefit those who never make it into our offices.
In January 2021, Professor Keeva Terry and Jennifer
Goode will be addressing the MSBA Estate Planning
Study Group on the topic “How Probate Procedures
and Intestacy Laws Exacerbate the Racial Wealth Gap.”
They will discuss the Uniform Partition of Heirs Property Act,
drafted to address land loss to families from the effects of
intestacy and partition laws. This is especially timely as there
is currently renewed interest in approaching the Maryland
Assembly to consider adoption of the model legislation.

Lizzie Presser, Their Family Bought Land One Generation After Slavery. The Reels
Brothers Spent Eight Years in Jail for Refusing to Leave It., July 15, 2019, https://
features.propublica.org/black-land-loss/heirs-property-rights-why-black-familieslose-land-south/
10
bflt.org
11
http://heirsproperty.org/
12
https://www.uniformlaws.org/committees/communityhome?CommunityKey=50724584-e808-4255-bc5d-8ea4e588371d
9
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Chuck Collins, Dedrick Asante-Muhammed, Josh Hoxie, Emanuel Nieves,
Report: The Road to Zero Wealth How the Racial Wealth Divide is Hollowing Out
America’s Middle Class, September 11, 2017, https://ips-dc.org/report-the-road-tozero-wealth/

The In Terrorem Clause and Probable Cause:
How Strong is the “No” in No Contest
By Christopher J. Martin, Esq.
The C. J. Martin Law Group

Of all the legacies clients have expressed a desire to leave
for their families and communities, I have yet to come
across a person whose goal was to leave a legacy of strife or
discord. Often a primary motivating factor for creating an
estate plan is to avoid that very outcome. To that end, estate
and trust attorneys often utilize in terrorem (or as they are
more commonly known, “no contest”) clauses in wills as
a method to chill the hot tempers of otherwise contentious
heirs. The term in terrorem means, “in order to frighten,”
and the clause is intended, by way of threat, to deter a
potentially litigious heir from hostile or aggressive action.1
The idea being that heirs fearing they will receive nothing will
cooperate with the process and the will as it is constituted.
The threat of disinheritance is indeed an effective tool;
however, the powers of this clause are sometimes either
misunderstood or intentionally misused by personal
representatives and trustees to silence even basic inquiries
regarding the status of assets in an estate or the rights of
beneficiaries. For example, a potential client of mine, who
was considering a caveat or challenge proceeding, said
that when he requested information from the fiduciary
regarding the assets in the estate, the fiduciary threatened to
disinherit him under a no contest clause if the he continued
to “challenge” the fiduciary. This overbroad and heavyhanded approach often causes more strife than it prevents
and can lead to avoidable controversy. Understanding
both the dimensions and limits of an in terrorem clause
are essential for a practitioner when informing fiduciaries
and beneficiaries of their respective duties and rights.
Function of an In Terrorem Clause
An in terrorem clause is meant to prevent protracted and
bitter will contests.2 The clause seeks to disinherit any heir
who brings a challenge seeking to set aside or invalidate the
whole or sections of a will. This can be a powerful deterrent,
though contrary to what the common name suggests, a “no
contest clause” does not prohibit or prevent all contests or
challenges. For instance, a surviving spouse’s election is not
affected by an in terrorem clause, meaning a surviving spouse
cannot be barred from electing for their statutory share of
a probate estate. Also, if a beneficiary has no inheritance to
1
2

Black’s Law Dictionary 378 (3rd pocket ed. 2006).
Areyh Guttenberg, Maryland Estate Planning, Wills and Trust Library 27.6.9 (Vol.
3 2018).

lose, the in terrorem clause will have little effect in deterring
them from bringing suit. Hence, it may be appropriate to
advise a client to leave some inheritance for an heir the
client is concerned may cause trouble, even if the client
does not feel the heir is deserving, in order to avoid a bigger
and more costly disruption to the estate when a problematic
heir with nothing to lose by challenging the will brings suit.3
The language in an in terrorem clause typically prohibits
suits or challenges regarding the intent of the testator or
testatrix regarding the distribution of assets. The prohibition
does not extend to suits regarding the conduct of a fiduciary
or an allegation that a probate or trust estate is being
administered improperly. Additionally, Maryland law voids
an in terrorem clause if probable cause exists for instituting
a proceeding.4 Because the existence of probable cause
is a finding that occurs subsequent to the institution of a
proceeding, this avenue of voiding an in terrorem clause may
not interfere with the clause’s chilling effect if the clause is
drafted broadly enough to include discovery proceedings.
Nevertheless, it is worth considering how probable cause
relates to will challenges and the in terrorem clause.
Probable Cause
While the Maryland Estates & Trusts Article does not explain
what constitutes probable cause sufficient to overcome an
in terrorem clause, the Courts have defined probable cause
in other civil contexts as being present when there is “a
reasonable ground for belief in the existence of such state of
facts as would warrant institution of the suit or proceeding
complained of.”5 In Castruccio v. Estate of Castruccio, the
Court of Special Appeals established that this same standard
applies to will challenges.6 This standard can be applied
both when a challenge is made regarding the validity of a
will in relation to the will’s structure, or to the condition of
the testator or testatrix at the time of the creation of the will.
a. Challenge Based on the Structure of a Will
The challenge in Castruccio was based on the Will
Allan J. Gibber, Esq. & Michaela C. Muffoletto, Esq., Gibber on Estates
Administration §10.86, 942 (6th 2018).
4
Md. Estates and Trusts Code Ann. §4-413.
5
One Thousand Ltd. P’Ship v. Guerriero, 346 MD. 29, 37 (1997).
6
Castruccio v. Estate of Castruccio, 239 Md. App. 345, 378 (2018).
3
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having defective structural elements, specifically, the
signatures of the witnesses. In that case, the surviving
spouse’s caveat relied on a prior opinion by the Court of
Appeals and claimed that the will was invalid because the
signatures of the witnesses were not on the same page as
the testator or on a page that was physically connected to
it.7 The caveat was ultimately defeated when the Court
determined that the case on which the surviving spouse
relied did not apply to the circumstances of the case at
issue. The in terrorem clause in Castruccio stated that,
in the event that any party, whether they are a
beneficiary or not, shall file any proceeding in
an attempt to void any and all provisions of this
instrument, in that event, such party shall receive
no benefits whatsoever from my estate, in the
event that such proceedings are unsuccessful.8
Despite the surviving spouse’s failure in her caveat
case, the Court nevertheless found the existence of
probable cause sufficient to void the in terrorem clause
because the challenger could not have foreseen that the
Court would distinguish the two cases.9 The Court was
further persuaded by the fact that the surviving spouse
relied upon the advice of independent legal counsel.10
b. Challenge Based on Condition of the Testator or
Testatrix
In Moore v. Smith, the Court considered what is required
to establish probable cause for a challenge based on the
capacity of the testator or testatrix, specifically, a challenge
based on undue influence and fraud.11 In Moore, an unrelated
caregiver, who had been working for the testator for less
than a month, had a new will drafted for his charge, a
man who was dependent upon others, partially paralyzed
due to a stroke, partially blind and unable to read or write
beyond the act of signing his own name.12 After the death
of the testator, the testator’s nephew, a beneficiary under
the testator’s previous will, challenged the validity of the
will. The Court combined concepts from several previous
appellate opinions to establish seven elements characteristic
of the presence of undue influence: (1) the benefactor and
beneficiary are involved in a relationship of confidence
Id. at 38 (see also Shane v. Wooley, 138 Md. 75 (1921).
Castruccio, 239 Md. App. at 351.
9
Id.
10
Id. at 39.
11
Moore v. Smith, 321 Md. 347 (1990).
12
Id.
7
8

and trust; (2) the will contains substantial benefit to the
beneficiary; (3) the beneficiary caused or assisted in effecting
execution of [the] will; (4) there was an opportunity to exert
influence; (5) the will contains an unnatural disposition; (6)
the bequest constitutes a change from a former will; and (7)
the testator was highly susceptible to the undue influence.13
The Court also stated that the challenge may be proven
be both direct and circumstantial evidence.14 In a detailed
analysis, the Court considered each of these elements
as they applied to the facts of Moore and concluded that
undue influence had indeed been applied and upheld the
lower court’s decision deeming the entire will invalid.15
In the case of undue influence, a will challenge will
contain sufficient probable cause to void an in terrorem
clause if it can be established that there is enough evidence
to suggest the existence of sufficient probable cause to
support the elements described above. The Court did not
discuss whether evidence supporting the existence of the
majority or some of the elements would be sufficient to
sustain a challenge or to establish the existence of probable
cause. It is likely that this matter would be heavily fact
driven and should be considered on a case-by-case basis.
Establishing a challenge of a will based on the condition of
the testator or testatrix is usually more difficult than doing
so for a challenge based on the structure of the will itself.
This is because, as Moore demonstrates, the issues associated
with concepts such as undue influence, duress, lack capacity
or fraud are often less cut and dry than those associated with
the elements involved in the structural validity of a Will. As
such, practitioners should advise their clients of these realities
and their related difficulties when considering whether
to bring a challenge in the face of an in terrorem clause.
Conclusion
The in terrorem clause can be an effective tool when
attempting to preempt and prevent adverse action. While
the clause is far from an absolute bar, it can have a powerful
psychological effect upon beneficiaries. Coupled with a
responsive fiduciary and a thorough plan, an in terrorem
clause can eliminate a great deal of potential strife and
allow the testator or testatrix to leave the legacy he or she
intended without interference from potentially litigious heirs.
Id. at 353.
Id. at 354
15
Id. at 362.
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The Never-Ending Story of the Estate of
Peter Castruccio: Tort Edition
Barclay v. Castruccio, 469 Md. 368 (2020)
By Sarah J. Broder, LL.M. (Taxation), Esq.
Reinstein, Glackin & Herriott, LLC

Peter Castruccio died on February 19, 2013, and
seven and a half years later, his estate is still open.
As noted in the Barclay v. Castruccio opinion,
“Litigation surrounding the Estate has made
its way to the Court of Special Appeals eleven
times, and this is the second time in front of us.”
Barclay does not directly involve the Estate
of Peter Castruccio (the “Estate”). Rather, it
addresses an allegation by Darlene Barclay
(“Darlene”), the Estate’s residuary beneficiary.
She alleges that Peter Castruccio’s surviving
spouse, Sadie Castruccio ( “Sadie”)1, intentionally
and maliciously depleted Darlene’s inheritance
by initiating “groundless lawsuits” and “efforts to
initiate criminal charges,” which forced the Estate
to deplete its resources with litigation expenses.
While declining to provide Darlene a remedy, the Court of
Appeals extends Maryland’s recognized tort of intentional
interference with economic relations to interference with
a prospective gift or inheritance, adopting the standard
set forth in Section 19 of the Third Restatement of Torts.

(2) executed her own will before Peter’s death, and (3)
filed her will for safekeeping with the Register of Wills.
Peter’s will provided that if Sadie failed to meet those
conditions, Darlene would be the residuary beneficiary.
At the time of Peter’s death, Sadie had not made a will, so Darlene
became the residuary beneficiary of approximately $6.7 million.

Facts:
Peter Castruccio (“Peter”) and Sadie were married but
had no children.2 They operated several business ventures
together and were extremely wealthy. Darlene was an
employee of Peter’s for 29 years at the time of his death.
Darlene was not related to the Castruccios, but Peter
viewed her as a surrogate daughter. Darlene did not
receive the same loving treatment or affection from Sadie.

Procedural History:
Immediately after the Estate was opened, Sadie began filing
lawsuits. She filed seven suits against the Estate and Darlene
directly, trying to overturn Peter’s will, including a caveat
action, criminal charges, action to quiet title on the deeds, will
construction action, two actions to remove Peter’s attorney as
personal representative, negligence action against Darlene, and
a challenge to the fees and litigation costs the Estate incurred.

Peter tried to persuade Sadie to participate in a joint estate
plan. Sadie refused, so the two divided their assets during
their lifetime into roughly equal shares of solely owned
property. Peter executed a will on September 29, 2010,
giving $800,000.00 to Darlene, $100,000.00 each to two
other individuals, and the residue to Sadie. These bequests
were made on the conditions that Sadie (1) survived Peter,

In February 2017, Darlene fired back with a complaint
against Sadie alleging intentional interference with
an expectancy, malicious use of process, and abuse of
process. In response, Sadie filed a motion to dismiss the
complaint for failing to state a claim upon which relief
could be granted. The Circuit Court granted the motion
to dismiss, and Darlene noted an appeal to the Court of
Special Appeals solely on the dismissal of the intentional
interference claim. The Court of Special Appeals affirmed
the Circuit Court, and Darlene filed a writ of certiorari to
(continued on page 13)

1

2

Sadie died on March 4, 2020 at the age of 99, about three months before the
Barclay opinion was issued.
Peter had no children of his own, but Sadie had children who predeceased her.
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the Court of Appeals (the “Court”), which was granted.
Holding:
The majority recognizes the tort of intentional interference
with a prospective gift or inheritance and adopts the standards
set forth in Section 19 of the Third Restatement of Torts
(hereinafter “Restatement”), which provides as follows:
(1) A defendant is subject to liability for interference
with an inheritance or gift if:
(a) the plaintiff had a reasonable expectation of
receiving
an inheritance or gift;
(b) the defendant committed an intentional and
independent legal wrong;
(c) the defendant’s purpose was to interfere with the
plaintiff’s expectancy;
(d) the defendant’s conduct caused the expectancy to
fail;
and
(e) the plaintiff suffered injury as a result.
(2) A claim under this Section is not available to a
plaintiff who had the right to seek a remedy for the same
claim in a probate court.
Legal Reasoning:
The majority opinion includes a thorough
analysis of both Maryland law and law from other
jurisdictions concerning intentional interference torts.
The Court finds sound reasoning in North Carolina’s adaptation
of its tort of intentional interference with economic relations
to intentional interferences with inheritances and gifts. See
Bohannon v. Wachovia Bank & Tr. Co., 210 N.C. 679 (1936).
Bohannon explained that there is really no difference between
recovery against a defendant for malicious interference with
the making of a contract and recovery against a defendant
for malicious interference with the making of a will.
The opinion also focuses on the need for such a tort, as persons
wronged by an intentional interference with their inheritance
or gift often do not have an adequate remedy in probate court.
For example, if a change to a will was procured by fraud
benefitting one heir over another, the probate court would
have the power to invalidate the latter will and reinstate the
original will. If the original will benefited the bad actor in
some way, he or she would still be permitted to take under
that will. Not to mention that under the current law, the
estate would likely pay the attorney’s fees for that litigation.
This situation fails to impart any real consequences
upon a bad actor who engages in tortious conduct that

interferes with a third party’s expected inheritance.
With the tort, however, the bad actor can be subjected
to personal liability and would be responsible for
paying attorney’s fees to defend his or her actions.
An important caveat lies in Section 19(2) of the Restatement—
probate court must still be the first option. The tort remedy is
not available to a plaintiff who has the right to seek a remedy
in probate court for the same claim, even if the probate court
“offers less generous relief than would be attainable in tort.”
Application of the Holding to Darlene’s Complaint
Although the Court grants Darlene’s request to recognize
the tort of intentional interference with a prospective
gift or inheritance, it nevertheless affirms the Court
of Special Appeals and rubber-stamps the grant of
Sadie’s motion to dismiss, finding that Darlene’s
complaint did not allege necessary elements of the tort.
Darlene’s claim was based on the groundless and constant
litigation Sadie initiated after Peter’s death. The key
distinction is the timing—Darlene did not allege that Sadie
interfered with Darlene’s relationship with Peter; the only
interference came once Darlene’s relationship with Peter
had ended upon his death. Based on Section 19 of the
Restatement, the Court concludes that the alleged interference
must act directly upon the decedent, causing him to change
his will during his lifetime, when the relationship between
the wronged person and the decedent was still intact.
While the costs of litigation in Darlene’s case were troubling,
the Court is hesitant to recognize that groundless litigation
after the end of a relationship amounts to an intentional
interference with an inheritance or gift, fearing that doing
so would “discourage legitimate challenges to wills or gifts
on the basis of undue influence or duress,” especially in
cases involving undue influence upon an elderly testator.
Concurring Opinion
Justice Booth (joined by Justice Getty) agrees with the
recognition of the intentional tort, the adoption of the
Restatement’s elements for the tort, and the outcome in
Darlene’s case. The key disagreement was the majority’s
requirement that for future cases, the predicate harm, which
forms the basis for the cause of action, must occur prior to
death. The concurrence argues that such a requirement is
not expressed in the Restatement’s articulation of the tort.
Rather, the Restatement “requires that a defendant intended
to ‘interfere with the plaintiff ’s expectancy”—a notion
very different from an ‘interference with a relationship.’”
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Maryland Caselaw Developments
By Rachel D. Burke, Esq. and Matthew J. Lambros, Esq.
Furey, Doolen & Abell, LLLP

Elective Share Forfeited Due to “Unclean Hands”
In the Matter of Robert M. Watkins Jr., 241 Md. App. 56
(2019), the Court of Special Appeals addressed whether
the decedent was domiciled in Maryland or Florida and
if the decedent’s marriage to the appellant was procured
by undue influence. The court also addressed whether
the appellant was entitled to an elective share if her
marriage to the decedent was procured by undue influence.
Robert M. Watkins Jr. (“Decedent”) died on August 30,
2014. He was survived by his third wife of less than two
years, Emeline Watkins (the appellant). His previous wife
of 52 years, Jasmine Watkins died in 2012. The daughter
of the Decedent and Jasmine Watkins, Shannon Watkins
(the appellee) was the personal representative of his estate.
When the Decedent lost Jasmine, Shannon described him
as “despondent” and a “mess.” The Decedent told Shannon
that he “did not care whether he lived or died.” Id at 62-63.
The Decedent met Emeline just before Jasmine died.
He revealed to Emeline that Jasmine was very sick. The
Decedent’s father was a real estate developer who helped
develop College Park, Maryland. As a result, the Decedent
never had to work. The properties that his father left him
were managed by Jasmine and then Shannon once Jasmine
passed. Emeline was aware of the Decedent’s large estate and
quit her job soon after she and the Decedent began seeing
each other, which was only weeks after Jasmine’s death on
March 17, 2012. Around the same time, Shannon caught
the Decedent making unusual credit line advances from a
joint account used to pay for the properties she managed.
When Shannon confronted the Decedent, he revealed that
he was doing this at the demand of Emeline. Id at 64.
In late August of 2012, the Decedent took a trip with Emeline
to West Virginia where they were planning to elope. When
the Decedent backed out, Emeline attacked him physically.
In mid-September 2012, the Decedent and Emeline took a
trip to Broward County Florida where they were married.
In 2013, Shannon’s husband, Jeffrey, went to check on the
Decedent and Emeline in Florida where they were living,
and where the Decedent had registered to vote. During this
visit, the Decedent revealed to Jeffrey that Emeline took his
cell phone and disconnected the house-line. In 2014, Jeffrey
visited again and the Decedent answered the door in his

boxers. According to Emeline, the Decedent had not left the
house or seen anyone but her in about a year. In late August
of 2014 the Decedent was hospitalized. He passed shortly
after on August 30th. During the time the Decedent was
hospitalized, Emeline withdrew $700.00 from his account
(the maximum allowed) every day until he passed. Id at 68.
On September 18, 2014, Shannon filed a petition for
administrative probate with the Register of Wills for
Prince George’s County. On September 24, 2014, the
Decedent’s Will and Codicil were admitted to probate
and Shannon was appointed Personal Representative of
the Estate. On March 23, 2015, Emeline then filed in the
Orphans’ Court for Prince George’s County an “Objection
and Petition to Revoke Probate and Letters Testamentary”
on the ground that the Decedent was domiciled in Florida
when he died. Shannon, as the Personal Representative
for the Decedent’s estate opposed Emeline’s petition to
revoke probate, maintaining the Decedent was domiciled
in Maryland when he died, and further she asked the
Orphans’ Court to bar Emeline from receiving any elective
share of the estate based on the common-law doctrine of
unclean hands and/or under a Florida statute. Id at 59-60.
The Orphans’ Court found that the Decedent established
a domicile in Maryland in 1978 with Jasmine and that
his relocation to Florida at the end of 2012 did not
evidence an intent to abandon his Maryland domicile.
Applying Maryland law with respect to the elements of
undue influence, the Orphans’ Court found that Emeline
took advantage of the Decedent’s vulnerable state after
the death of Jasmine, and that she induced him into
marrying her. The Orphans’ Court concluded, based
upon a Florida statute, that Emeline’s conduct deprived
her of any entitlement to a share of the Estate. Id at 143.
The Court of Special Appeals did not have to rule on the issue
of domicile because Emeline abandoned her challenge on the
finding of domicile. However, had they ruled, they would have
upheld the lower court’s holding based on the Decedent’s lack
of intent to change his domicile from Maryland to Florida.
Stevenson v. Steele, 352 Md. 60, 70, 720 A.2d 1176 (1998).
The Court of Special Appeals overruled the Orphan
court’s use of the Florida statute in its holding to remove
(continued on page 15)
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Emeline’s right to her intestate share. The Florida statue was
inapplicable as it applied only to a person who died domiciled
in Florida. However, under the doctrine of unclean hands
they upheld the Orphan court’s ultimate holding on the issue.
The Court of Special Appeals cited a case from its “sister
court” in New York in holding that the doctrine of unclean
hands when used in the procurement of a marriage means
that the person who procured the marriage through unclean
methods “forfeited any rights that would flow from the marital
relationship, including the statutory right she would otherwise
have to an elective share of [her deceased spouse’s] estate.”
Campbell v. Thomas, 73 A.D.3d 103, 897 N.Y.S.2d 460,
471 (2010). Thus, the Orphans’ Court ruling was affirmed.

The Court of Special Appeals turned to the case of Cannon
v. Cannon, 384 Md. 537, 543, 865 A.2d 563 (2005). to
demonstrate the proper analysis. In such a case the burden
of proof falls on the party seeking to enforce the agreement.
The party seeking to enforce the agreement must show that
there was not overreaching in the agreement. He or she can
demonstrate this by showing that there was a full and fair
assessment and disclosure of the parties’ assets prior to entering
into the agreement. Alternatively, the party could show that
the agreement was not unfairly disproportionate in any way.
Id at 574. The Court of Special Appeals vacated the judgments
in both cases and remanded them to the circuit court to give
the circuit court the opportunity to apply those standards.

Islamic Mahr is an Enforceable Secular Contract

Medical Authorized Representative of a Decedent

In Nouri v. Dadgar, Nos. 585 & 2273, slip op. at 2-4,
25-27 (2020), the Court of Special Appeals addressed
whether or not a mahr (personal obligation of groom to
bride for parties married in Islamic religious ceremonies)
is enforceable as a secular contract under Maryland law.

In Turner v. Maryland Department of Health, No. 2304,
slip op. at 1-13 (2020), the Court of Special Appeals
addressed whether a nursing facility could receive payment
from the Maryland Medical Assistance Program for the
services rendered to its deceased patient. The court had
to determine if the nursing facility had standing as the
deceased’s “Medical Authorized Representative” to pursue
an administrative appeal and subsequent petition for judicial
review from the denial of long-term care Medical Assistance.

This case is comprised of two consolidated cases: Nouri
v. Dadgar and Ghazirad v. Mojarrad. Both cases involve
a couple married under both US law and Islamic religious
practices. Both parties had two separate ceremonies. Part of
the Islamic marriage custom is for the groom to give the bride
a mahr on their wedding day. The mahr typically consists of an
immediate gift and a deferred payment. The mahr is typically
negotiated prior to the marriage by both parties’ families and
is agreed upon via a contract. The deferred payment often
becomes due upon divorce or death of the husband. Id at 2.
The question presented to the lower court was whether
or not the mahr could be enforced as a secular contract
under Maryland law or whether its religious affinities
made it unenforceable under the free exercise clause of
the constitution. The circuit court held that the mahr was
a contractual obligation entered into before marriage,
that was enforceable under neutral principles of law. It
was not a prenuptial agreement, was not marital property,
and did not violate Maryland law or public policy.
The Court of Special Appeals viewed the mahr differently.
The court noted that the mahr could be enforced as a
secular contract under neutral principles of law. However,
because a mahr is entered into by parties in contemplation of
marriage the parties must be treated as those in a confidential
relationship. So, a Maryland court can enforce a mahr
without violating public policy only if the mahr is a valid
contract between parties in a confidential relationship. Id at 8.

Linda Turner was a resident at Ridge Leasing, LLC (“the
facility”), a nursing home. She required twenty-four-hour
care. She submitted an application for Medicaid benefits to
the Howard County Department of Social Services which
was denied shortly after she passed away. After her death, the
facility petitioned the Circuit Court for Howard County for
appointment as the “Medicaid Authorized Representative”
on the deceased’s behalf, in order to have standing to pursue
Medicaid claims. The court granted the order and with its new
“MAR” status the facility appealed the denial of Ms. Turner’s
Medicaid benefits application to the Office of Administrative
Health (“OAH”). The OAH denied, stating that the facility
did not have standing to file for a MAR. The facility then filed
a petition for judicial review in front of the circuit court. The
circuit court agreed with the OAH ruling and dismissed the
facility’s petition based on lack of standing because the facility
was not Ms. Turner’s personal representative and could not
appeal her denied Medicaid claim on her behalf. Id at 5.
The facility argued to the Court of Special Appeals that the
circuit court erred on three grounds. First, the facility contended
that federal law allows for an authorized representative to
pursue a deceased applicant’s Medicaid application after
they are deceased without first becoming or filing to become
the personal representative of the estate. Second, Maryland
(continued on page 16)
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law permits individuals other than personal representatives
(which the facility was not) to pursue Medicaid benefits on
behalf of deceased individuals. Specifically, in Maryland,
a special administrator appointed by the court may pursue
a deceased’s benefits when necessary. Third, the procedure
by which the facility obtained the MAR order was “nearly
identical to that of a special administrator within the equity
power of the court,” and should function the same way. Id at 6.
First, the Court of Special Appeals noted that the facility
was not a personal representative of the deceased. 42 C.F.R.
§435.923 allows an applicant to personally designate an
authorized representative by expressly transmitting her
signature through one of the authorized methods. The court
noted that because Ms. Turner was deceased when the
facility purported to receive authority she would not have
been able to provide her signature in one of the authorized
methods. Second, the court addressed whether or not the
facility obtained the MAR in the same manner a court

appointed special administrator would have. The court noted
that the facility ignored the provision in ET§6-401, which
stated that only “upon the filing of a petition may a special
administrator be appointed.” By skipping the filing of the
petition, the court held that the facility had not obtained
the MAR in the same method a court appointed special
administrator would have, thereby negating the facility’s
third argument. The court also noted that the fact that the
facility admitted to functioning “like a special administrator”
showed that they knew they were not a special administrator.
The Court of Special Appeals held that the MAR Order was
not validly obtained because the facility was not the personal
representative or a special administrator of the deceased’s
estate at the time the order was issued. Only one of those two
may appeal the denial of Medicaid benefits on behalf of a
deceased individual. The facility did not have standing and the
Court of Special Appeals affirmed the circuit court’s judgment.

Combating the Racial Wealth Gap in
Maryland through Changes to Probate and
Intestacy Laws
By Jennifer Goode, Esq.
Birchstone Moore LLC

The Federal Reserve’s 2019 Survey of Consumer Finances
documented a staggering wealth gap between U.S. families
from different racial and ethnic groups.1 This gap was
most drastic between white2 families on one end of the
spectrum and Black and Hispanic families on the other.
More specifically, the Federal Reserve reported that white
families had a median family wealth level of $188,200,
compared to $24,100 for Black families and $36,100 for
Hispanic families. Families of other racial and ethnic
backgrounds had a median wealth level above that of Black
and Hispanic families but below that of white families.
1

2

Neil Bhutta et al., FEDS Notes, Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System,
Disparities in Wealth by Race and Ethnicity in the 2019 Survey of Consumer
Finances (Sept. 28, 2020), https://doi.org/10.17016/2380-7172.2797.
While there has been recent consensus that the term “Black” should be capitalized,
the same cannot be said for the term “white”. See David Bauder, AP says it will
capitalize Black but not white (July 20, 2020), https://www.apnews.com/article/7e3
6c00c5af0436abc09e051261fff1f. For purposes of this article, I will not capitalize
the word “white” in keeping with The Associated Press guidelines.

This wealth gap is the result of racial inequity exacted
in varying ways over hundreds of years. Indeed, racial
discrimination in hiring practices, property ownership
and access to credit have all been identified as forces that
have historically inhibited the ability of communities of
color to generate wealth. Additionally, state probate and
intestacy laws have in many ways stunted the ability of
families of color to preserve and pass on the wealth they
do generate. For purposes of this article, I will focus on
the ways in which Maryland’s testamentary laws may
aggravate the racial wealth gap by creating barriers to wealth
preservation for families of color and suggest ways in which
these laws might be changed to ameliorate this impact.
Problematic Impacts:
Families of color may struggle with Maryland’s
(continued on page 17)
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probate and intestacy laws for the following reasons:
1. Challenges initiating the probate process can create delay
and strife. Unless bond is waived by the decedent’s Will
or by the consent of all interested parties in the estate, Md.
Code Ann., Est. & Trusts §§ 5-604 and 6-102 require that an
individual serving as Personal Representative of an estate
with a gross value of $10,000 or more3 secure bond. In
fact, even if the Personal Representative is excused from
giving bond, the register or court may still request that
bond be provided in such amount as the register or court
deems sufficient to secure the payment of the estate’s debts
and any Maryland inheritance tax due. Unfortunately, if
the individual does not meet certain credit requirements,
he or she may be unable to secure bond as a credit check
is often required as part of the bonding process. If no
individual appointed under the Will is able to secure bond,
the interested parties must then consent to the appointment
of another individual which may delay the opening of the
estate and/or cause intrafamily strife. Families of color may
be most impacted by the credit requirement for bond due to
the legacy of discriminatory lending practices, including
the historic practice of “redlining” (i.e., the Federal
Housing Administration’s refusal to insure mortgages
in and near Black neighborhoods) which prevented
generations of Black families from purchasing homes or
forced them to turn to higher-cost predatory loans to do so.4
2. Lack of access to liquid funds during the estate
administration period can compound financial difficulties.
In addition to any lead time associated with opening the
estate, the Personal Representative of an estate may not
distribute the decedent’s assets without the risk of personal
liability during the creditor period, which ends 6 months
after the decedent’s death with respect to any unknown
creditor.5 If the decedent was providing financial support
for all or any portion of his or her family, this lack of access
can drain the family’s wealth through late fees, forced sales
of assets at less than fair market value and repossession
or foreclosure. While this may pose a hardship for a
low-net-worth family of any background, families of
3
4

5

Determined after deducting all applicable expenses and allowances.
See Jung Hyun Choi et al., Urban Institute, Explaining the Black-White
Homeownership Gap: A Closer Look at Disparities Across Local Markets (October
2019; updated November 2019), available at www.urban.org/sites/default/files/
publication/101160/explaining_the_black-white_homeownership_gap_2.pdf
(noting that, of those with scores, more than 50% of white households have a FICO
credit score of over 700, compared to 20.6% of Black households, and 33% of
Black households have credit use levels that are insufficient to generate a credit
score, compared to 17.9% of white households); see also Michelle Singletary,
Washington Post, How Race Affects Your Credit Score (Oct. 16, 2020), available
at: www.washingtonpost.com/business/2020/10/16/how-race-affects-your-creditscore/?arc404=true.
The Personal Representative may shorten this period with respect to known
creditors by providing the creditor with written notice of the estate and the
applicable creditor period. Md. Code Ann., Est. & Trusts §§ 5-603(b) and 8-103(a).

color are more likely to be negatively impacted by such
restricted access as they are likely to have considerably
less in liquid savings than the average white family.6
Maryland law provides certain exceptions to such restricted
access but they are very narrow in scope. Md. Code Ann.,
Est. & Trusts § 3-201 provides a surviving spouse with a
$10,000 personal use allowance that may be distributed
prior to the creditor period ending. Additionally, this same
statute permits a $5,000 allowance for each unmarried
minor child of the decedent. Finally, Md. Code Ann.,
Est. & Trusts § 8-106 allows for the distribution of
funeral expenses in the discretion of the court. For a
family without a monetary safety net, however, these
limited exceptions may not be sufficient to provide for
the family throughout the entirety of the creditor period.
3. The distribution of assets under Maryland’s current
intestacy laws may lead to the division and loss of real
estate wealth among families of color. Pursuant to Md.
Code Ann., Est. & Trusts §§ 3-102 through 3-104, upon
the death of an individual who does not leave a Will, the
decedent’s estate will be divided among any surviving
spouse and children, with more remote descendants
inheriting the share of any predeceased child. Additionally,
in the absence of both a surviving spouse and children, such
property may be further divided among parents, siblings
and their descendants. This can and does result in what is
commonly referred to as “heirs’ property”, with multiple
family members owning undivided interests in the property
as tenants in common. If property passes by intestate
succession upon successive deaths within a family, this can
exponentially exacerbate the issue. Commentators have
noted that it is not uncommon for 30 or more individuals
to own property as a result of intestate succession.7
As one would expect, spreading ownership among
numerous family members and generations, including
individuals who may have no personal experience with
or attachment to the property in question, creates an
unstable ownership structure that can be exploited by
those who are not invested in the family’s well-being.
Indeed, once this tenancy-in-common ownership is
established, any cotenant may seek to convert his or her
fractional interest into cash by filing an action for sale in
lieu of partition or selling his or her interest to a third-party
(including a real estate speculator) who can then seek
6

7

The Federal Reserve found that the typical Black or Hispanic family had $2,000 or
less in liquid savings in 2019, while the typical white family had more than $8,000
of liquid assets. Bhutta, supra note 1, at 10.
Thomas W. Mitchell, Historic Partition Law Reform: A Game Changer for Heirs’
Property Owners, 65, 69-70 (2019), available at https://scholarship.law.tamu.edu/
facscholar/1327.
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such sale, in each case without the consent of the other
cotenants.8 If a forced sale is ordered (a likely result if the
property in question’s fair market value would be impacted
by division),9 not only will the other family members lose
physical access to the property, they are also likely to reap
less than the fair market value of their interests in the sale.
This is a result of the structure of partition sales, which are
often conducted at auction with the property passing to
the highest bidder who can pay in cash, in stark contrast
to the circumstances of a traditional real estate sale.10

how and to whom an intestate decedent’s property should
be distributed. While Maryland’s testamentary law has
since been recodified and amended, the changes made to
its intestacy scheme have focused almost exclusively on
adjusting the share of property allocated to a surviving
spouse, adding stepchildren as takers of last resort and
tinkering with the definition of a child in light of advances
in reproductive technology.14 These are changes made
to fine tune an established system, not to reconsider
the underlying template or to invite holistic change.

The loss of heirs’ property through partition impacts
communities of color more frequently than white
communities.11 This is in part due to the larger percentage
of decedents of color who die intestate. For example,
economists in a working paper issued by the National Bureau
of Economic Research found that, of respondents with a
college education and above, 72% of whites had a Will, while
only 32.3% of Blacks and 31.7% of Hispanics had a Will.12
Additionally, as mentioned above, families of color are less
likely to have the necessary credit history or liquid assets to be
able to purchase a problematic cotenant’s interest. This leaves
families whose wealth is concentrated in a family home
without recourse to preserve such wealth for their benefit.

This should come as no surprise given that the changes
suggested often came from studies of decedents who died
with a Will. For example, the Comments to § 2-102 of the
Revised Uniform Probate Code (the “RUPC”)15 cite empirical
studies regarding the dispositive provisions of probated Wills
to provide support for the structure of the RUPC’s intestate
succession laws.16 However, as noted above, decedents
of color are much more likely than white decedents to die
intestate, thus, the intestacy laws have been based on the
wishes of a disproportionately white population. As such,
it may be fair to say that our current intestate succession
laws have been and continue to be adopted without the
necessary input or evidence from communities of color.

4. The division of property under Maryland’s current intestate
succession laws may undermine support structures created
by families of color. Maryland’s intestate distribution
scheme was codified as part of Chapter 101 of the Acts
of 1798 based on then-existing Maryland common law,
which in turn was derived from English common law.13
Thus, we began from a culturally narrow place in deciding

This lack of representation is especially troublesome given that
social science research has shown that race may be correlated
to different desired testamentary dispositions. For example,
researchers who reviewed 500 Wills probated in Florida noted
that Black decedents were far more likely than white decedents
to leave property to children, rather than a surviving spouse.17

Md. Code Ann., Real Property § 14-107.
While both Md. Code. Ann., Real Property § 14-107 and Md. Rule 12-401(b)(1)
dictate that a sale is to occur only if a distribution in kind would result in loss or
injury to the interested parties, Maryland courts have held that this standard does
not require a petitioner seeking sale to show that a division in kind without loss or
injury is impossible, but rather that such division would cause loss or injury to any
of the interested parties as established by a preponderance of the evidence. Boyd
v. Boyd, 361 A.2d 146, 151 (Md. 1976) (affirming grant of sale in lieu of partition
where petitioner seeking sale met evidentiary burden through testimony of real
estate appraiser that the subject property’s highest and best use was as an undivided
farm, despite testimony of farm residents that the property was susceptible to
division); Hirshauer v. AQ Holdings, LLC, 2018 Md. App. LEXIS 1120, at *31
(Md. Ct. Spec. Appt. 2018) (affirming grant of sale in lieu of partition despite
finding that property could “with difficulty” be partitioned, as partition in kind
would be “onerous, expensive and lead to years of continued litigation” and would
lead to economic loss for petitioner seeking sale).
10
Pursuant to Md Rule 12-401(c), unless the parties waive such appointment, the
court will appoint not less than 3 and not more than 5 commissioners who will
supervise the valuation and sale of the property; Mitchell, supra note 6, at 70.
11
See Mitchell, supra note 6; see also Unif. Partition of Heirs’ Prop. Act, Prefatory
Note (Unif. Law Comm’n 2010) (citing numerous studies highlighting the role of
partition sales in land loss within the Black community).
12
April Simpson, The PEW Charitable Trusts, Racial Justice Push Creates
Momentum to Protect Black-Owned Land (Sept. 21, 2020), https://www.pewtrusts.
org/en/research-and-analysis/blogs/stateline/2020/09/21/racial-justice-push-createsmomentum-to-protect-black-owned-land.
13
Shale D. Stiller and Roger D. Redden, Statutory Reform in the Administration of
Estates of Maryland Decedents, Minors and Incompetents, 29 Md. L. Rev. 85, 86
(1969); Coomes v. Clements, 1819 Md. LEXIS 9, at *6 (1819).
8
9

Research has also shown that families of color are more
likely to incorporate into a single family unit extended
family members or “fictive kin” (i.e., unrelated individuals
who are assigned a familial role) whose interests may not be

14

15

16

17

Md. Code Ann., art. 93, §§ 3-102, 3-104 (1957); Md. Code Ann., Est. & Trusts
§§ 3-102, 3-104 (1974); Md. Code Ann., Est. & Trusts § 3-102 (1978); Md. Code
Ann., Est. & Trusts § 3-102 (1982); Md. Code Ann., Est. & Trusts § 3-102 (1991);
Md. Code Ann., Est. & Trusts § 3-104 (2001); Md. Code Ann., Est. & Trusts §
3-104 (2010); Md. Code Ann., Est. & Trusts § 3-102 (2017); Md. Code Ann., Est. &
Trusts §§ 3-102, 3-104 (2019).
Revised Unif. Prob. Code § 2-102 (Unif. Law Comm’r 2019). While Maryland
did not adopt the RUPC, its provisions and comments can provide insight into
suggested changes to testamentary common law and their underlying reasoning.
It is also worth noting that, with one exception, the studies cited were conducted in
the 1960’s and 1970’s.
Danaya C. Wright and Beth Sterner, Honoring Probable Intent in Intestacy: An
Empirical Assessment of the Default Rules and the Modern Family, 42 ACTEC L.J.
341, 367-368 (2017).
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addressed by intestacy laws.18 For example, researchers have
previously documented the prevalence of informal adoption
of children by relatives and neighbors within Black families,
with the number of Black children living in extended-family
households rising from 13 to 16 percent from 1970 to 1990
and 41% of those children being raised in the home of a
relative without the presence of a biological or formally
adoptive parent.19 Similarly, a “multigenerational, informal
extended family” has been identified as a common family
unit within Hispanic communities, with the possible inclusion
of close friends and neighbors.20 Such extended families
may even include individuals who do not live in the same
household but, nonetheless, function as part of one unified
kinship unit.21 While this extended family structure has been
most widely identified within Black and Hispanic families,
it has also been noted in other communities of color. 22
If the intestate succession laws prioritize support of a
decedent’s family members in a manner that is out of step
with the way in which the decedent has structured his or her
family, the family members or others who may financially
rely on a decedent may be left without financial support or
in an otherwise unstable financial situation following the
decedent’s death. For example, if a grandmother is informally
raising her grandchild due to an absence but not death of the
grandchild’s parent (i.e., the grandmother’s child) and this
grandmother dies intestate, the grandmother’s estate will
be left to such grandchild’s living parent under Maryland’s
current intestate succession laws, despite the grandchild’s
financial dependency on the grandmother as established
during her lifetime. This would likely result in financial
hardship for the grandchild, which would then negatively
impact the grandchild’s ability to generate wealth in future
years. As research seems to indicate that this scenario is
more likely to occur in a family of color than in a white
family, this disconnect and financial fallout is likely to
have a disproportionate impact on communities of color.
18

19
20
21
22

This practice has repeatedly been identified as a stabilizing one for families in that
it provides a greater ability to care for children or other vulnerable family members.
As such, it is cultural practice that should be promoted and protected, rather than
eroded by the application of ill-fitting statutory systems. See Andrew Billingsly,
Climbing Jacob’s Ladder (1992); Robert B. Hill, The Strength of African-American
Families: Twenty-Five Years Later (1999); Michael J. Higdon, When Informal
Adoption Meets Intestate Succession: The Cultural Myopia of the Equitable
Adoption Doctrine, 43 Wake Forest L. Rev. 223, 228 (2008).
Hill, supra note 17, at 126.
Higdon, supra note 17, at 241.
Billinglsy, supra note 17, at 32.
Frances H. Foster, The Family Paradigm of Inheritance Law, 80 N.C. L. Rev. 199,
245 (2001) (noting its prevalence in Asian-American, Latino and Native-American
culture and citing to numerous other works on this topic); Higdon, supra note 17,
at 228 (noting the prevalence of the extended family model in ethnic minority
communities and citing to other studies in support of such observation); Rose
M. Kreider and Daphne A. Lofquist, U.S. Census Bureau, Adopted Children and
Stepchildren: 2010, at 2 (April 2014), https://www.census.gov/prod/2014pubs/p20572.pdf (noting that informal adoption may be more common among Hispanic and
Black communities).

Possible Solutions:
Given the ways that our current probate and intestacy laws
may hinder families of color from passing down accumulated
wealth, what can we do to remedy this impact? It’s true that
many of the above issues could be avoided by careful estate
and financial planning. However, low-net-worth individuals
may not be able to afford estate and/or financial planning
services and pro bono and low bono efforts have not been
able to meet the need for services in the past. In place of
such guidance, it may be best to bolster low-net-worth
individuals’ ability to direct the passage of assets outside of
the probate system and to enact statutory reform to lessen
the negative impact of the probate system and intestacy laws
when they control the disposition of a decedent’s estate.
1. Beneficiaries should have the ability to transfer more of
a decedent’s assets outside of probate to allow greater
access to liquidity and potentially avoid the need for
probate and any related bond. For example, Maryland
could adopt Virginia’s approach to this topic by revising
its small estate process to allow (i) for the transfer of
assets (other than real property) within a probate estate
with an aggregate value of $50,000 or less by means of
an affidavit and (ii) for the transfer of any probate asset
with a value of $25,000 or less without an affidavit.23
Virginia law provides that such transfers can take place
60 days after the decedent’s death without any additional
notice requirement, thereby allowing for a much shorter
administration period than provided under Maryland law
and without court involvement. Additionally, Maryland
may consider adopting a provision similar to Va. Code Ann.
§ 46.2-634, which allows for a transfer of a motor vehicle
outside of probate if the legatee presents a statement that
the decedent’s debts have been paid or will be paid with the
vehicle’s sale proceeds. While Maryland currently allows
a decedent to register a “transfer on death” designation to
avoid the probate of a motor vehicle at death,24 it provides
no recourse outside of probate for the family of decedent
who failed to affirmatively designate a beneficiary.
Maryland may also consider a means of transferring real
property outside of the probate process. Both Virginia and the
District of Columbia have adopted the Uniform Real Property
Transfer on Death Act (the “URPTDA”), which allows for a
decedent to execute a revocable deed for the transfer of real
property during life that will become irrevocable outside
of the probate process at death.25 The recipient of any
such property will be liable for any debts of the decedent’s
23
24
25

Va. Code Ann. §§ 64.2-600 through 64.2-602.
Md. Code Ann., Transportation § 13-115.
Va. Code Ann. § 64.2-621, et. seq.; D.C. Code Ann. § 19-640.01, et. seq.
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probate estate (regardless of whether such claim pertains
to the transferred real estate) and any unpaid statutory
allowances to a surviving spouse or children, provided
that the claim is made within one year of the decedent’s
death. It should be noted that title insurance companies
have been hesitant to issue title insurance for property
transferred under the URPTDA during the open creditor
period, which then prevents the beneficiary of the property
from selling or obtaining a loan on the property during this
period. Should Maryland choose to adopt the URPTDA, it
may want to consider revising the act to address this issue.
2. Maryland should consider adopting the Uniform Partition
of Heirs’ Property Act (the “UPHPA”) to protect the
beneficiaries of an intestate decedent’s estate from a
forced partition sale and the resulting loss in wealth.26
This Act provides that, upon the request of a cotenant
for sale in lieu of partition, a court must first offer sale of
such cotenant’s property interest to the other cotenants for
the interest’s fair market value, as determined either by a
court-appointed independent appraiser or by the agreement
of the property’s owners. Thus, the other cotenants will
not be required to compete with third-party purchasers at
a public auction. If the other cotenants do not exercise
the option to purchase all of the interest of the cotenant
requesting partition, the court must then order a partition
in kind, unless it determines that a partition in kind will
result in a prejudice to the cotenants as a group. Whether
or not a partition in kind will effect such prejudice must
be decided based on set factors that extend beyond
pure economics, including the cotenants’ sentimental
attachment to the property and collective duration of
ownership. Finally, if a sale to the other cotenants or a
partition in kind does not resolve the matter, the court
may order an open-market sale of the property by a real
estate broker either appointed by the court or agreed upon
by the property’s owners, in a transaction more closely
resembling a private real estate sale. The District of
Columbia is currently considering adopting this Act in its
original form,27 while Virginia previously adopted the Act
but with the requirement that partition in kind be ordered,
if practicable, prior to an offer to sell the requesting
cotenant’s property interest to the other cotenants.28
3. While it would be impossible for the Maryland legislature
to arrive at an intestate succession statute that fits the needs
of every family and there are certainly variations in family
Unif. Partition of Heirs Property Act (Unif. Law Comm’n 2010), available
at www.uniformlaws.org/HigherLogic/System/DownloadDocumentFile.
ashx?DocumentFileKey=4617097f-e6aa-d511-3c68-f3f21b1927e9&forceDialog=0
27
Uniform Partition of Heirs’ Property Act of 2019, DC B23-0140, 23rd Council
(2019).
28
Va. Code Ann. § 8.01-81 et. seq.
26

structure in every community, it’s clear that the current
statutory scheme is too rigid to accommodate extended
or other alternative family structures.29 If the true goal of
Maryland’s intestacy laws is to provide a default “statutory
Will” that would come as close as possible to that which
would be created by an intestate decedent,30 then we must
consider that Maryland decedents of color may have
different distribution goals than the founders of Maryland
in the 1700’s or more recent testate decedents who were
largely from a different race and background. Additionally,
we must recognize that the discrepancy between the
statutorily presumed “nuclear family” of an intestate
decedent and the decedent’s actual family structure
can cause meaningful harm by depriving vulnerable
members of the decedent’s family unit of financial support.
Some suggested reforms to update our current intestacy
laws include (i) expanding the definition of “child” to
include informally adopted children for all purposes31 and
(ii) allowing for judicial discretion in awarding property
to individuals who functioned as a family member of the
decedent or who had an established “support relationship”
with the decedent (which could include those who received
support from the decedent and those who provided support to
the decedent).32 In each case, the focus of our intestacy laws
would shift from biological or marital ties to the functional
reality of the decedent’s relationships, thereby recognizing
greater variation in family structure. While this shift would
likely raise certain evidentiary concerns, we could look
to past mechanisms for the legal recognition of common
law marriage and domestic partnerships as templates.
However, before any action is taken, further conversation
should occur between law makers and their constituents
of color to ensure that the updated laws address, to the
greatest extent possible, the reality of all Maryland families.
29

30

31

32
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It’s worth noting that Maryland courts have previously recognized the doctrine of
“equitable adoption” through which an informally adopted child may be able to
enforce inheritance rights to his or her informal parent’s estate. Board of Educ.
v. Browning, 635 A.2d 373, 376-377 (Md. 1994). However, this doctrine applies
only when there was a written or oral contract to adopt the subject child that was
never consummated. Id. This requirement may bar informally adopted children
from utilizing the equitable adoption doctrine as the parties involved may have
been comfortable with informal adoption and, thus, not felt the need to pursue legal
action. See Irene D. Johnson, A Suggested Solution to the Problem of Intestate
Succession In Non-Traditional Family Arrangements: Taking the “Adoption” and
the Inequity Out of the Doctrine of Equitable Adoption, 54 St. Louis L.J. 271, 308
(2009). Additionally, Maryland courts have limited this doctrine in its application
to inheritance from a parent and have refused to extend the inheritance rights of an
equitably adopted child to other family members. Board of Educ., 635 A.2d at 380.
Barron v. Janney, 170 A.2d 176, 180 (Md. 1961) (noting that case law from
Maryland, among other U.S. states, and England recognize that the purpose of an
intestacy statute is to “make such a will for an intestate as he would have been most
likely to make for himself”.)
See Johnson, supra note 29; see also Neta Sazonov, Expanding the Statutory
Definition of “Child” in Intestacy Law: A Just Solution for the Inheritance
Difficulties Grandparent Caregivers’ Grandchildren Currently Face, 17 Elder L.J.
401 (2010).
See Susan N. Gary, The Probate Definition of Family: A Proposal For Guided
Discretion in Intestacy, 45 U. Mich. L.J. Reform 787 (2012); see also Foster, supra
note 22.
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